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Grammar

EXERCISE 1:  

Second, add 
some salt and 

milk in it. 

After that, 
cook it about 

5 minutes.

First, crack 
three eggs 

into a bowl.

Then, heat 
the oil in a 

pan and pour 
the mixture 

into the pan. 

Finally, serve 
it hot with 
cheese and 

tomatoes. 

EXERCISE 2:  



EXERCISE 3:  

1.  Nick is a famous chef and he has his own restaurant. He marinates, cooks and    

serves meals to his guests. 

2.                                   olive oil do you need for the cake?

3.  To make carrot balls, you should      peel and grate the carrots. 

4.                                   should I do after I knead the dough to make bread?

5.                                   do you usually cook chicken? – I usually roast it. 

6.  It’s very easy to make banana milkshake. First, peel and chop the bananas.    , 

mash them in a bowl.     , add some milk, sugar and ice-cream into it. After 

that, mix them well. Finally, pour the mixture into the glasses.

7.                                  does it take to prepare a homemade ice cream?

8.                                   should we add water while cooking rice dish?

first

finally

When

Then

How

What

How long

How much Second

EXERCISE 4:  

Why do you 
prefer grilled 

fish?

1

How do you serve 
chicken?

5
What are the 
ingredients of 

lemonade?

3

Who cooks the 
meals most in your 

family?

4
Which country 

does Sushi 
belong to?

2

EXERCISE 5:  

1.  What is your favourite meal?                 .

2.  How many dishes can you cook?                 .

3.  Which meal do you cook the best?                .

4.  Would you like to join a cooking workshop? Why? Why not?

                   .

5.  How often do you help your mom in the kitchen?

                   .
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Grammar

EXERCISE 1:  

1

2
3

4

EXERCISE 2:  

1

2

3

4

5



EXERCISE 3:  

EXERCISE 4:  

1

2

4

3

5

EXERCISE 5:  

1.  What is your favourite dessert? Do you know how to prepare it?

                  .

2.  Which cooking method do you usually prefer while cooking?

                  .

3.  Which cuisine do you like most?

                  .

4.  Is there any food you never eat? If yes, what is it?

                  .

5.  Which drink do you prefer in summers?

                  .

5 76 8

1 32 4


